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Generi ally, the gravitational-wave or tensor-mode ontribution to the primordial urvature spe trum of in ation is tiny if the eld-range of the in aton is mu h smaller than the Plan k s ale.
We show that this pessimisti on lusion is naturally avoided in a rather broad lass of small- eld
models. More spe i ally, we onsider models where an axion-like shift symmetry keeps the in aton
potential at (up to non-perturbative osine-shaped modulations), but in ation nevertheless ends
in a waterfall-regime, as is typi al for hybrid in ation. In su h hybrid natural in ation s enarios
(examples are provided by Wilson line in ation and uxbrane in ation), the slow-roll parameter 
an be sizable during an early period (relevant for the CMB spe trum). Subsequently,  qui kly
be omes very small before the ta hyoni instability eventually terminates the slow-roll regime. In
this s enario, one naturally generates a onsiderable tensor-mode ontribution in the urvature spe trum, olle ting nevertheless the required amount of e-foldings during the nal period of in ation.
While non-observation of tensors by Plan k is ertainly not a problem, a dis overy in the medium
to long term future is realisti .
I.

INTRODUCTION

Cosmologi al in ation [1{4℄, and in parti ular the generation of urvature perturbations through quantum u tuations of the in aton eld [5{9℄, allows for a surprisingly a urate des ription of re ent Plan k data [10, 11℄
(see also [12{14℄). Con rete eld-theoreti realizations
roughly fall in two lasses: large- eld and small- eld
models.
In the rst lass, the anoni ally normalized in aton
eld  overs a large distan e in eld spa e,   MP ,
during the last 60 e-folds. This has the advantage that it
an be realized with a very simple potential, e.g. of the
form  n [15℄. In addition, su h models have the very
interesting feature of produ ing sizable tensor perturbations without ne tuning. However, they require the absen e or unnatural smallness of all higher-dimension operators  m with m > n, whi h is unnatural unless an
approximate shift symmetry  !  + is present .
By ontrast, small- eld models work with   MP ,
but they require a non-generi , at potential. Here atness means in parti ular that, in spite of a signi ant
onstant term in the potential, the oeÆ ients of the 
and  terms have to be unnaturally small. In prin iple, this an be easily realized either by expli it tuning
of the dimension-six operators [16{19℄, or using a shift
symmetry as in natural in ation [21℄,  !  + . However, reheating requires sizable intera tions of  in some
region in eld spa e, whi h nevertheless leads to ne tuning. This dis ussion an be taken to the more advan ed
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A losely related proposal is Wilson line (or `extranatural') ination [20℄.

level of supergravity, where it takes the form of arguing
about natural sizes of higher-order terms in the Kahler
potential [22, 23℄. Most importantly for us, additional
ne tuning is ne essary to obtain large tensor perturbations.
We believe that the dis ussion about natural or unnatural sizes of operator oeÆ ients an (at least in priniple) be more fruitful in the ontext of a UV omplete
model, the natural andidate being of ourse superstring
theory. Constru ting large- eld models in string theory
has been notoriously diÆ ult for some time. However,
re ently onsiderable progress took pla e based on onstru tions of (axion) monodromy and unwinding in ation, see e.g. [24{33℄. Here we fo us on small- eld models. As we will argue, there is an interesting lass of
stringy (or at least string-inspired) models, where a shift
symmetry guarantees the atness of the potential and
tensor perturbations an be sizable in spite of the small
eld range.
Before des ribing su h stringy onstru tions, we re all
the Lyth bound and our general plan for avoiding it: In
slow-roll in ation the tensor-to-s alar ratio (i.e. the ratio
of the gravitational-wave power spe trum T  H and
the s alar power spe trum R  H =) is proportional
to the rst slow-roll parameter, r = T =R = 16.
(Note that here and in the rest of this paper we work
with the redu ed Plan k mass MP set to one, MP = 1.)
Via the equation of motion for the in aton this an be
rewritten in terms of the eld-variation per e-fold as
r
d
r
(1)
8 ' dN :
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Spe i string-theoreti forms of the Kahler potential might also
be able to do this job, su h as its simple overall volume dependen e [34℄ or a Heisenberg symmetry [35{37℄, but this goes
beyond our present dis ussion.
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Thus, if r is roughly onstant or monotoni ally in reasing during in ation, the size of tensor modes produ ed
within the initial, observable 10 e-folds of the osmologi ally needed 60 e-folds of in ation is bounded by the
total eld ex ursion during these 60 e-folds [38, 39℄. In
parti ular, for small- eld in ation r is typi ally negligibly
small.
In many small- eld models, in ation ends be ause the
evolution of the in aton smoothly hanges from slow-roll
to fast-roll. In this sense, a monotoni ally in reasing 
is a ommon feature. However, there are ertainly exeptions: For example, if in ation ends in a `waterfall'
lassi al instability of a se ond s alar eld, as in hybrid
in ation [49, 50℄,  an de rease monotoni ally, allowing
for a large tensor signal during the observable 10 e-folds.
Combining the on ept of a shift symmetry, prote ting
the atness of the potential against radiative orre tions,
with the idea of hybrid in ation leads to hybrid natural in ation [51{57℄. The shift symmetry is generi ally
broken by non-perturbative e e ts, indu ing a periodi
osine-potential for the axion. This is a rather attra tive setting, as it over omes the problemati issue [60℄
of a super-Plan kian axion de ay onstant in natural ination (see also [27, 61{65℄). If, in su h a model, the
waterfall sets in lose to the minimum of the potential, 
an be sizable during the observable e-folds of in ation,
while the bulk of the required 60 e-folds is a umulated
at later stages, when  is very small. This quite naturally
provides us with a potentially dete table tensor signal, in
spite of the small eld range.
Motivated by the above onsiderations, we now fo us
on string theory realizations of hybrid natural in ation.
They arise as models of D-term hybrid in ation [75, 76℄
and an be more spe i ally hara terized as Wilson line
in ation [57℄ on the type IIA or as uxbrane in ation
[77, 78℄ on the (mirror dual) type IIB side. We take
the type IIB (or uxbrane) point of view be ause moduli stabilization is better understood in this setting and
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The bound arising from a situation of monotoni ally in reasing

 during the last 60 e-folds of in ation is onsidered in [39℄. The

original paper [38℄ only takes into a ount the eld ex ursion
during the observable  10 e-folds.
Supersymmetri hybrid in ation in orporating various orre tions was investigated in the minimal SUSY hybrid in ation
program [40, 41℄ where it was found that, in some regions of parameter spa e, this model an produ e sizable gravity waves [42℄.
More generally, large tensor signals in small- eld in ation an be
obtained whenever a suÆ iently ompli ated potentials is tuned
in order to a hieve a non-monotoni evolution of  (see for example [43, 44℄). For other ways of avoiding the Lyth bound see
e.g. [45{48℄.
The in aton an be a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson [51{55℄ or
a Wilson line [55, 56℄. The proposed models go by various names,
su h as `little in atons' or `pseudonatural in ation'. Wilson line
in ation was put into a stringy ontext in [57℄. For other ideas
of ombining axions with hybrid in ation see e.g. [58, 59℄.
Constru ting meta-stable de Sitter va ua [66{70℄ and in ationary
models [16, 24, 34, 57, 71{74℄ in string theory is now a mature
eld of resear h.

be ause of the more intuitive, geometri pi ture of ination: In this s enario, the in aton is the transverse
separation of a pair of D7-branes. Sin e the two branes
arry opposite gauge ux, they move towards ea h other,
whi h orresponds to the slow rolling of the in aton. At a
ertain (extremely small) riti al distan e the gauge ux
annihilates. This is the waterfall regime, with the waterfall elds realized by open strings stret hed between the
branes. The presen e of a shift symmetry an be most
easily understood via T-duality to type IIA: The duality
maps the brane deformation modulus to a Wilson line,
whi h is known to enjoy a shift symmetry at large volume. This shift symmetry is broken by non-perturbative
e e ts, giving rise to the periodi ( osine shaped) potential alluded to above.
For avoiding the Lyth bound, it is essential that the waterfall sets in very lose to the minimum of the potential.
From a purely eld-theoreti perspe tive, this requires
some tuning of lagrangian parameters or an appropriate
model building e ort. From the uxbrane perspe tive,
however, things look di erent: The energy of the twobrane system is minimized in a situation where the branes
ome very lose to ea h other. This is where the waterfall sets in. Moreover, while the maximal possible eld
ex ursion orresponds to roughly the length s ale of the
ompa t manifold, the riti al distan e of the waterfall
instability is substringy [77, 79℄. Thus, a large hierarhy between the maximal and the riti al brane-to-brane
distan e is natural.
The remainder of this letter is organized as follows:
We start by dis ussing the phenomenology of a general
hybrid in ation model with a periodi potential. In this
model a sizable tensor-to-s alar ratio an be obtained
for a Plan kian axion de ay onstant. Subsequently we
enter an analysis of onstraints on the model parameters
whi h are imposed by stringy onsisten y onditions. In
parti ular we analyze bounds on the axion de ay onstant
whi h need to be satis ed in order to remain within the
perturbative regime of string theory. The examples of
Kahler and omplex stru ture axions are examined. The
latter is of parti ular interest for us as, from an F-theory
perspe tive, the in aton, being a D7-brane deformation
modulus, is part of the omplex stru ture moduli spa e
of the fourfold. We argue that for generi values of the
omplex stru ture the tensor-to-s alar ratio an be as
large as r  10 .
7
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For example, the authors of [53, 54℄ nd that in ation most naturally starts and ends above the in e tion point of the potential.
In this regime  in reases monotoni ally and thus the Lyth bound
applies, leading to a small tensor-to-s alar ratio. By ontrast, the
authors of [52℄ a hieve waterfall near the minimum through eld
theory model building, but they do not onsider tensor modes.
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II.

EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL OF FLUXBRANE
INFLATION

The e e tive s alar potential of uxbrane in ation, or
its T-dual ousin Wilson line in ation, an be approximated by a hybrid in ation setup with a periodi inaton dependen e from a non-perturbative orre tion.
With ;  denoting the anoni ally normalized in aton
and waterfall eld, respe tively, we have
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with the va uum energy dominantly sitting in in the rst
term of (2) at  = 0. This entails < 1. (We hoose
> 0 by onvention.) In ation ends via a waterfall
instability in  on e  <  . Keeping the va uum energy
 during in ation xed, we an adjust
p   1 as small
as we like by hoosing appropriately   g < 1.
During in ation at  >  the dynami s is therefore
governed by the e e tive potential
4
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The slow-roll parameters are [53{55℄
1 V 0  =
sin (=f )
=
2 V
2f 1 os(=f ) ;
os(=f ) ;
V 00
=
=
(5)
V
f 1
os(=f )
V 0 V 000
sin (=f )  ;
=
=f
V
1 os(=f )
from whi h the 2-point fun tion observables an be omputed as
nS = 1 6 + 2 ;
r = 16 ;
(6)
dnS = 16 + 24 + 2 :
d ln k
We see from (5) that, for a given potential, maximizing
r means taking  ! 0. Hen e, in a rst step, we hoose
N =   f=2 to be the xed starting point as there
we have V 0 maximal while V 00 = 0.
We an now ompute the number of e-folds N elapsing
between the initial eld value N =  and the nal value
 in the limit  =f  1:
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This an be dialed by hoosing the waterfall exit  appropriately, so that N = 60, i.e.

60  :
4
(8)
 '  exp

f
0

2

As  is now the point at 60 e-folds before the end of
in ation, the observables at CMB s ales are evaluated at
 =  . This gives, from the slow-roll parameters
0

0

2

0 =

2f ;
 =0 ;
 =
;
f
the 2-point fun tion observables
3 r ' 0:962 + 0:038 (1
nS = 1 6 = 1
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(9)

;

r=0:1) ;

(10)

dnS = 2 + O( ) ' 2 = r :
d ln k
f
4f
It is onvenient to express r in terms of the running and
the axion de ay onstant as
dnS
(11)
r = 4f
d ln k :
We now see that a hoi e of a Plan kian axion de ay
onstant f = 1 and = 0:1 produ es a red tilt nS '
0:97 and a sizable tensor-mode fra tion r ' 0:08, while
keeping the running of the spe tral index dnS =d ln k '
0:02 moderately small.
However, the embedding of this e e tive des ription
into a string theory model di tates additional onstraints
on the parameters. For our purposes, the most relevant
restri tions are on axion de ay onstants, whi h are subje t of se tion III. Guided by this dis ussion we hoose
to work with the du ial bound f . 1=4. Furthermore,
we have to implement the observational onstraints on
nS and its running. These are nS = 0:9603  0:0073 and
dnS =d ln k = 0:01340:0090 [11℄. Using the onstraints
f . 1=4 and dnS =d ln k . 0:01, equation (11) di tates
the bound r . 2:5  10 , whi h in turn for es nS ' 1.
However, an exa tly s ale-invariant spe trum is ex luded
by Plan k at the level of 5.
A value nS < 1 an nevertheless be a hieved by letting
in ation start slightly above  = f=2. In this region
of eld spa e  takes the form
'
(  ) ;
(12)
f N
2
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whereas, at leading order, the form of  given in (9) is
not hanged. The measured value nS = 0:9603 di tates
N = ' 1:18.
On the other hand, the value of the axion de ay
onstant may ertainly ex eed the du ial bound ited
0

4
above. For example, as detailed in se tion III, for Kahler
axions we nd f = p3=4 at the self-dual point. Using
this value one immediately nds r . 7:6  10 . By ontrast, the Lyth-bound estimate of (1), assuming onstant
r and N = 60, would give r ' 1:4  10 . Hen e, we
gain a fa tor of ' 5 as ompared to the Lyth approximation.
We an now ompare this with the estimated pre ision
of future osmologi al probes. While the B-mode polarization sear h in the CMB is expe ted to yield sensitivity of r = (a few)  10 for Plan k [80℄, the dedi ated
CMB polarization probe andidates CMBpol/EPIC [80℄
and PIXIE [81℄ an dete t a tensor-to-s alar ratio down
to r ' 10 . Even more promising is the analysis of the
angular power spe tra and weak lensing ontribution to
the 21 m radiation, whi h an yield a B-mode dete tion
down to r ' 10 [82, 83℄.
The potential of our hybrid axion in ation model attens towards the end of slow roll regime. This means that
the amplitude of urvature perturbations grows, implying the threat of primordial bla k hole overprodu tion
[84{86℄. We now brie y estimate whether this is really
an issue for our spe i model: To do so, ompare the
urvature perturbations R / H = atp the beginning
and the end of in ation, R;N =R; '  =N . We use
the approximations N ' 2 f 42  and  ' f24  for the
-parameter at N = 60 and at the riti al eld value  .
Together with (8) this gives
R;N ' 2 exp  60   10 :
(13)
R;
f
Now, the most re ent value [11℄ for the power spe trum is R  AS ' 2:2  10 at the du ial s ale
k = 0:05 Mp . This an be identi ed with our R;N .
It an be ompared to the most onservative primordial
bla k hole produ tion bound, whi h is R; < 10 (see
[87, 88℄ and referen es therein). One nds R;N =R; &
10 . Thus, in view of (13), our model is ompletely
safe.
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III.

STRINGY CONSTRAINTS

String theory di tates additional onstraints on the parameters, in parti ular on the axion de ay onstant [60℄.
We need to spe ify these onstraints as pre isely as possible, in luding fa tors of 2 et . Our fo us will be on two
types of axioni s alars: the imaginary parts of Kahler
moduli and the real parts of omplex stru ture moduli.
Kahler axions des end from p-form potentials of the 10d
theory upon dimensional redu tion to 4d. To understand that omplex stru ture moduli have anything to
do with axions, re all that under mirror symmetry the
omplex stru ture moduli spa e of type IIB string theory is mapped to the Kahler moduli spa e of type IIA.
Thus, at large omplex stru ture (whi h orresponds to
large volume on the type IIA side), we expe t an axioni

shift symmetry to a t on the omplex stru ture moduli
as well.
As a simple example, onsider the axio-dilaton S =
i=gs + C , where gs is the string oupling and C is the
RR zero-form potential. The Kahler potential for this
modulus is

;
(14)
K = ln i S S
giving rise to a kineti term
0

0



2

L  KSS jS j  g2s (C )

(15)
The
anoni ally normalized `would-be' in aton is  =
pg C . The periodi ity C ! C + 1 of the RR zeroform eld [89℄ gimplies a periodi ity  !  + gs=p2, and
hen e f = p  . Therefore, already at the self-dual
point gs = 1, the axion de ay onstant is mu h smaller
than one. It de reases even further at weak oupling,
gs  1.
From the F-theory perspe tive, S is part of the omplex stru ture moduli spa e of the fourfold. Therefore,
we expe t similar onsiderations to apply in the ase of
omplex stru ture axions. The same is true for deformation moduli of D7-branes, as they are part of the omplex
stru ture of the F-theory fourfold as well. The analog of
gs  1 and gs  1 are generi and large imaginary parts
of the omplex stru ture moduli, respe tively. We thus
expe t that the axion de ay onstant f in (4) an take
values as large as f  1=4 at generi omplex stru ture
and gs  1.
The orresponding analysis in the ase of Kahler axions
in the large volume s enario has been performed in great
detail in [90{93℄. Via dimensional redu tion one obtains,
amongst others, the term
L  41 ri tr(Fi ^ Fi ) ;
(16)
whi h displays the oupling of the axions to the eld
strength of the gauge eld living on a D7-brane (wrapping a four- y le labeled by the index i). The are
the oeÆ ients of an expansion of the RR four-form in
terms of a basis of four-formsi (labeled by the index ) of
the threefold. The integers r arise from integrating the
four-form labeledR by over the four- y le labeled by i.
Quantization of tr(Fi ^ Fi ) implies that the term (16)
is trivial for integer values of [93℄.
In order to read o the axion de ay onstant one has
to anoni ally normalize the axion, using the Kahler potential
K = 2 ln V :
(17)
From here it is apparent that the axion de ay onstant
typi ally s ales with the inverse of some four- y le volume, the pre ise value depending on the volume form.
For example, for a s enario with one large four- y le with
2

s
2

0

0

0

s
22

0

2

:

5
volume  and orresponding
Kahler modulus T =  +i ,
su h that V  T + T  = , one nds [93℄
p
3
f=
(18)
4 :
More generally one has again f . 1=4 up to some
O(1) fa tors, where equality applies at the point where
the relevant Einstein frame four- y le volume is one. In
the example of a ompa ti ation on a square (T ) and
for gs = 1 this orresponds to the self-dual point. If
one instead evaluates
f at the point where instanton orre tions  e  be ome important, the bound on f is
generally weakened by a fa tor of 2.
Note that for f = 1=4 and dnS =d ln k = 0:01 one
has = 4:5  10 whi h mat hes e   up to an
O(1) fa tor. This is in very good agreement with our
expe tation that os illatory potentials like (4) arise from
instanton e e ts.
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tensor-mode ontribution (up to r  10 ) in early in ation, where  is sizable. At the same time, the required
number of e-foldings is a umulated later on, when  approa hes zero. Obviously, the magnitude of urvature
perturbations grows at high `. It would be interesting to
look for observable onsequen es of this e e t, e.g. along
the lines of [94{97℄. Also, a more detailed analysis of
the relevant stringy onstru tion is learly ne essary and
in progress [79℄. Finally, it would be interesting to see
whether an even larger value of r an be obtained in a
ombination of axioni hybrid in ation and the urvaton
me hanism [98{100℄. This might be possible be ause, in
our analysis above, the main onstraint on r omes from
the running of the spe tral index. If the CMB spe trum
omes from the urvaton, one thus gains more freedom in
the axioni hybrid in ation model. The role of the urvaton ould be played by a further axion, as in [101, 102℄.
3
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IV.

CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed models representing a ross between
axioni and hybrid in ation. As a result of an approximate shift symmetry, they naturally produ e a suÆ ient
amount of e-foldings within a small eld range of the inaton. Moreover, the typi al axioni modulation of the
at tree-level potential leads to a orresponding variation of . This permits the generation of a signi ant
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